Evaluation of biomechanical properties of human skin.
Measurement of the physical properties of skin may seem "esoteric" and of little relevance to clinical science; however, the noninvasive nature of available techniques provides unique opportunities for monitoring the effects of disease, drugs, or cosmetics over time on exactly the same area of skin. In vitro testing gives repeatable standardized methods that can supply basic elastic and viscoelastic moduli for skin, which for low strain are comparable to results obtained from in vivo tests. Interpretation of in vivo tests can be difficult, as no analytical model has been developed that can relate measurements from these tests directly to basic skin properties. Each method and each implementation of that method has subtle differences from every other method so that results between studies are difficult to compare; however, the alternative to the bioengineering tests is the hand and eye, which provide subjective (and often biased), nonlinear, and notoriously variable data between individuals. Judging the severity of involvement, the changes due to treatment or progress of disease, and the efficacy of competing treatments is very difficult, even for an experienced clinician. Objective, numerical information on the effects of different active compounds and their formulations is essential if new preparations are to be optimized. Measurement of mechanical properties is one aspect of this important field of endeavor.